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1. Drink plenty of water and go to the bathroom when you need to - take GOOD 

care of yourself.  ap 
 
2. K-8  -  Keep detailed lesson plans from year to year.  It makes it easy to 
sequentially build on them each year and really builds a knowledge base for the 
students. mhs 
 
3. Photograph and keep a collection of the finished work of students.  mhs 
 
4. When displaying student work include some signage explaining the 
assignment.  mhs 
 
5. Send a sheet home to the parents of young children with pointers on how to talk 
to their child about his artwork. It isn't "just refrigerator art", as one parent stated.  mhs 
 
6. Before you leave for the evening, be sure the sink is clean!  mhs 
 
7. Art is a risky business - you never know how it will turn out.  ap 
 
8. In art it’s not a mistake, it’s an opportunity.  ap 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
From Cyndi Shepard (from what she shares with her student teachers): 

Art Teaching Methods for Elementary 

or Beginning Art Students: 
Drawing Raps: 

Draw what you see … (finger snap – snap)… Not what you think 
you see … (snap) … Don’t make it up … (snap) …Don’t make it up 
(snap)  Repeat as often as you like … (I use this rap when we are 
working on Still Life or realistic drawings to get students look at the 
relationships of the objects to each other in the still life.  
·        For example…  When the first object, the box, has been drawn in the 
composition of a box, jar and shoe on a table.  I will ask this question 



….  “When you look at the jar, how high does the top of the jar come in 
relationship to the side of the box?  Put a dot at that point.  That point is 
where you will start drawing the top of the jar.  Then put a dot where the 
bottom of the jar is in relationship to the box on the table.  That is how 
long the jar is going to be in your drawing.  At that point the student will 
draw the jar that they … “see, not what they think they see… Don’t make 
it up…”  Continue this technique until all objects in the still life are in the 
approximate/correct relationship to each other in the composition”. 
·          YEAH – this technique works very well for beginning students of all 
ages to help them see where the objects in the Still Life touch each other 
visually in the composition.  They are so proud of the end results and 
their confidence level is increased big time! 
If you use a light line … then your drawings will be fine … and you 
can … ALWAYS … ALWAYS … ALWAYS … change your mind. 
·        I use this when we are learning to sketch, make guidelines, and build 
composition.  Elementary students push so hard with their pencil that 
they could not erase it even if they wanted to.  This is a basic way to 
teach the “sketching line”. 
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm  

Call Backs: 
Teacher says ….TOO COOL       Students respond …. ART RULES 
Version 1 
Teacher says & snaps fingers …….. Look  & Listen   (snap – snap) 
Students respond & snap fingers …. So I Can Learn   (snap – snap) 
Version 2 
Teacher says ….  LOOK               Students respond …. LEARN 
Teacher says ….  LISTEN            Students respond …. LEARN 
Teacher says ….  THINK              Students respond …. LEARN 
Version 3 
Teacher says……….   I Look … Listen & Think 
Students respond ….  So I can Learn 
Teacher says…. …..    I Look … Listen & Think 
Students respond ….  So I can Learn 
Teacher says………      I Look …Listen & Think 
Students respond ….  So I can Learn   (Fist Pump) ….  YES! 



Version 4 

Teacher and students use sign language for the above call 
back. 
                

Teacher says ….                                                Students say … 
Who decides what color to use?                    The Artist. 
Who decides what type of line to use?          The Artist. 
Who decides what shape to use?                   The Artist. 
Who decides what details to draw?               The Artist. 
Who decides what patterns to create?    The Artist 
Etc. …                                                                The Artist. 
Students say ….  Get Respectful, Responsible, and Safe …… 
Teacher responds ….    Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr…ATE! 

Motivational Statements: 
·    DREAM – THINK – DO   This is the theme of my art 
program 
·    Manners Matter every Minute of the Month …… Making 
Magnificent Marvelous Masterpieces 
·    ART makes you SMART! 
·    BE BRAVE 
·    When attaching clay designs, details and accents to the 
ceramics form say …  Score – Slip – Smooth - Stick 
·    Write EARTH on the board & take out ART …… E___H 
……. all you have left is EH  
·    Take what you get and don’t throw a fit! 
·    Push in your chair – show that you care. 
·    A little dot …. Not at lot. 
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 

Still Life Drawings: 
Set up simple but different interesting objects for your still life 
drawings.  I like to use view finders, cut out of heavy paper or matt board 
in the shape of rectangles, squares or circles, to help students visualize 
where the shapes fit into the composition space of a rectangle, square or 
circle. 



It is important for the students to learn how to gage the size relationships 
of the objects to each other in the still life.  This technique is very 
important.  I have described this technique in the drawing rap above. 
Emphasis the importance of the light sketchy line that places the 
basic shapes and locations of the objects in the composition. 

Landscape/Seascape Drawings:  
·        Use thumbnail sketches to develop the composition.  
·        Emphasis focal point, foreground, middle ground and background as 
students work on their compositions.  On this level I minimize the 
importance of a lot of small details because beginning students need to 
focus on the basic concept of dividing the composition into three areas.  
·        Students choose their favorite thumbnail and enlarge it to the 
composition. 
To enlarge the details of the thumbnail so that they fit the larger size of 
the composition paper, students will begin by “gaging” the size of the 
focal point (house, tree, boat, etc.) by drawing a line where the focal 
point starts and a line where the height of the focal point 
ends.   Students can also us a circle as a “gage” to accomplish the same 
thing. 
After focal point is in place the foreground line can be added behind the 
focal point.  Continue adding details to foreground.  Add middle ground 
details and then finish with background details. 
If the drawing is going to be used in a painting, I like to tape the 
composition paper to a larger base paper (I use free, book cover paper 
that is 2” larger than a 12X18 composition paper) with ¾ inch masking 
tape.  The tape creates a border so when the painting is finished and the 
tape is pulled off, the edge of the painting looks “sharp” and gives the 
painting a finished quality! 
  
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 

Drawing Thoughts: 
·        My preferred choice of drawing medium on the elementary level for drawing is a 
permanent marker or the black drawing crayon.  I will use pencils on a limited 
basis.  Reasons:  

1.  Children push very hard with a pencil and the mark cannot be erased which 
leaves a mistake they usually do not like ….. Or they push so light that there is not 
enough emphasis to see the drawing when it is finished.  



2.  Starting in Kindergarten, I use markers/crayons because they help the children 
get over being upset when the drawing does not look like they want it to.  From an early 
age they learn with great confidence that their best option is to “fix the mistake” not put 
an X through the mistake or throw the paper away. 
3.  Since markers/crayons cannot be erased, their drawings are more spontaneous 
and delightful! 
4.  Pencil points are so small that the details of the drawings are often too small to 
fill the space or to add color. – crayons and markers will naturally make the drawings 
bigger and they are awesome!   
5.  Pencils are wonderful for small detail drawings and students love to draw stories 
with pencils, so make sure that is part of your curriculum – it is precious!     
·        I never show a finished project to the students in the beginning.  We work together 
step-by-step to create the outcome ….. We experience the development of the 
project  just like the artist does.   I will show them the finish project in steps after their 
project is in the developing stage and is getting close to adding the finishing details.  
·        Teach the elements and principles of design as you build your lessons.  They are the 
foundation artists use to build upon in creating composition.  The children’s imagination 
will blossom from that strong foundation and creativity will flourish! 
·        Borders are a great way to get students to focus on space.  Details 
help fill the space and tell the visual story. 
·        Complex borders create great JAZZY design. 
·        First drawing lessons for beginning students - design a follow the 
directions lesson to check vocabulary comprehension, fine motor skill, 
coloring ability, etc. 
·        Teach a drawing concept in a step-by-step progression.  Give several 
examples and view- points in each step of the demo.  
·        When drawing animals begin with a main facial feature – eye, nose, 
mouth, head shape.  When that is established on the page, continue with 
the rest of the details of the body. 
·        Emphasis filling space with large shapes or focal point. 
·        Emphasis adding details around the focal point to tell the story of the 
composition. 
·        Emphasis that artists make mistakes all of the time so putting an X 
through a mistake is not a good fix.  Encourage students to learn how to 
fix their mistakes by turning the mistake into another shape, design or 
object. 

Demo what to do with mistakes by making mistakes intentionally as you 
draw and then fixing them in front of the students.   Never forget 
how important this is. 
·        Have students create a drawing portfolio of 3-6 subject drawings during 
one lesson.  These drawings can be saved for future lessons. 



·        Have beginning students use black or dark drawing crayons or fine 
point sharpie markers on their drawings.  Pencil drawing is usually not a 
good idea because all they will want to do is erase instead of just 
fixing.  Marker drawing is very spontaneous and delightful! 

When finished with the drawing, painting, design, poster, etc. check for contrast, details 
and emphasis.  I like the students to give their artwork the 20 foot test.  They put their 
artwork on the board… step back 20 feet… and evaluate if there is enough contrast, 
emphasis, detail, etc.  It is a great method for them to assess their own work with your 
help and advice!  Don’t be afraid to be the teacher – give you students your professional 
advice – that is your gift to them. 
QUOTE:  “It is not a race to see who gets finished first.  It is a race to see who does the 
slowest neatest job! 

Cutting Technique: 
·       For most cutting lessons place the emphasis on not cutting directly on 
the line.  Emphasis to the students that they have taken their time to draw 
the line so why would they cut it off?  Instead when they cut have them 
leave a little white line next to the drawing line.   
·        If the white line is too big, give the line a “haircut”.  Students will 
understand that concept and the cut out shape will look better. 
·        If you take the advice above, this technique leaves an ugly unfinished 
white line around the shape.  To finish that white line, put the cutout shape 
on a black marking pad and use a black sharpie or colored marker to color 
the unfinished white line.  This technique gives the white line a finished 
look that looks “sharp”. 
·        You will find that this cutting technique will improve the confidence of 
the student that has trouble with fine motor cutting skills and all of the 
students will be excited about the quality of the finished outcome. 
·        Make sure you have established the save way for students to carry, 
use and store their scissors. 

QUOTE:  “It is not a race to see who gets finished first.  It is a race to see who does the 
slowest neatest job! 
 
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 

Gluing Technique: 
Teach students how to use the parts of the Elmer’s Glue bottle.  Most students 

and teachers think that glue messes are made when you squeeze too 
hard and that is true only if the glue bottle is open too much.  So the goal 
is to teach the students how to use the parts of the glue bottle so that the 
result is a “little dot not a lot”. 



1.  First and very important ….close the orange lid of the glue bottle. 
2.  Scrap off the glue scab. 
3.  Now the little white plastic dot that you see on the top of the orange 
lid is called the glue stopper. 
4.  Open the orange lid a LITTLE BIT to get the glue out.  Have 
students practice making little dots/lines on a paper towel. 
5.  Use a one hand squeeze with orange lid touching the surface of 
the towel. 
6.  If a lot of glue comes out, close the lid immediately!!!! 
7.  I like to use the following warning system….WARNING – 
WARNING…  CLOSE THE LID – CLOSE THE LID. (This is what I say to 
get my students attention when a Big Blob of Glue comes out of the glue 
bottle when the lid is open too much … close the lid … close the 
lid)  They laugh and it makes the point! 
8.  I tell the students that ….One big blob of glue is an accident.  A lot 
of big blobs of glue on the paper indicates that the student does not 
know how to use the bottle …. so I re-teach the process. 
9.  Have students practice making 5 little glue dots on a paper towel 
before they start their project.  This usually gives them confidence. 
10.                        There is NEVER a reason to stick a pencil or scissors in the 
top of the orange lid to get the glue out. 
11.                        Only the teacher (on the elementary level) has permission to 
take the top off the glue to push the glue through the inside hole of the 
orange lid to fix the glue bottle if there is dried glue inside of the lid. 
I teach the lower elementary students K-4 to use little dots of glue.  
QUOTE:  A little dot …. not at lot!  I work on getting them to try to hold 
the 
glue bottle with one hand.  That is not always easy, but when they get it 
they 
are so proud. 
I teach the elementary students to use one hand and glue with a thin line 
of glue 
when they need to glue larger areas.  I also teach anchor gluing when 
students 
need to be able to glue overlapping shapes.  
Beware of putting glue in the middle of the paper or putting one dot of 
glue on the paper and stick another paper on top of it if you want the 
edges to be secure 



Emphasis that Elmer’s glue has WATER in it and water wrinkles 
paper so they do not need a lot of glue to get paper to stick.  A thin 
line or small dots are all 
they need next to the edge of the paper to get the paper to stick. 
Tacky Glue Secret:  
Tacky glue is thicker than Elmer’s Glue because it does not have much 
water. 
The first part of the secret ….. DO NOT stand the bottle up 
vertically.  If you do, gravity takes over and all of the glue goes to the 
bottom of the bottle which makes it very hard to squeeze the glue out of 
the opening. 
The second part of the secret … to get the glue to come out of the 
bottle it is very important to lay the tacky glue down on its side every 
time when you are finished using the bottle.  When the bottle is 
horizontal, gravity keeps the glue closer to the top of the opening where 
the glue comes out.  This is the most important part of the secret!!! 
The third part of the secret … when you are ready to use the tacky 
glue, pick up the glue bottle that was laying on its side … point the 
opening of the bottle towards the paper … begin pumping the air out of 
the bottle.   As you pump out the air … pressure will build up inside the 
bottle.  When all of the air has been taken out of the empty space the 
bottle will be filled with pressure.  That pressure will push the thick tacky 
glue out of the opening of the bottle and the bottle sides will remain firm 
because of the air pressure. 
The fourth part of the secret … lay the tacky glue bottle down on its 
side when you are finished gluing.  This will help keep the pressure 
consistent. 
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 

Painting Techniques: 
  
Paint: 
·        Acrylic paint …works well on the elementary level as accent color or on small 
layouts.  If you are on a limited budget to save money I buy the cheap “Folk Art” bottled 
paint from Walmart.   I especially like to use the “Folk Art Metallic” colors as a “rub & buff 
technique in decorating clay to create a “patina”.    
·        PRANG watercolor set ….  is a quality product – will give you best color.  The 8 pan 
oval is the basic set and will give you a quality #9 camel hair brush.  I ordered 30 sets to 
start my program the first year and I continued ordering the same quantity for the next two 



years.  After 3 years I had the option to organize my water colors into the following three 
class sets: 

o   30 …. 8-color sets 
o   15 …. Warm color sets and 15 cool color sets + one black oval in each set. 
o   15 …. Black sets and 15 Brown sets 
o   When it is possible for my budget to afford it, I will order a 30 class set of the 16-
color set.  It gives you a “Jazzy” variety of color in the elementary watercolor line. 

·        Tempera paint - gallon size.  The first year I also ordered two pt. size tempera sets to 
get the pint size bottles so I can use them as a way to make it easier to dispense the paint 
for future painting projects.  I was on a cart and could not physically fit gallon paint on the 
cart.  Buying by the gallon is cheaper and using the pint containers is easier.  You will 
discover your own system. 
Finger paint ….You can create great finger painting effects with any type of paint and on 
any type of paper. I order the primary colors in the 32 oz. cont. 

  
Paper for painting on an elementary level: 
·        Dark papers are great painting surfaces if you want to leave a dark line of paper 
between the painted colors to create a unity line. 
·        To create a hard edge around the border of the composition, you can tape the 
composition to cardboard or larger paper (base paper) with masking tape.  I like to make 
a ½ or ¼ inch border with the tape.  This technique also helps keep the composition 
paper flat while painting.  I use ¾” masking tape to tape the composition to the base 
paper.  This gives a very nice finished edge when the tape is pulled off after the painting 
is finished. 
·        For the majority of my painting projects I use construction paper as the base paper.  If 
I am able to get a better quality paper, it is usually donated. 
·        You can use colored or black construction paper as a paint palette.  When students 
are finished using this paint palette they can make symmetrical prints or create a mono 
print with the unused paint that was left on the palette.  You may need to add a little more 
paint for some of the students.  This technique helps us to not waste the unused paint on 
the pallet. 
·        Used photo copy mistake paper works great as a paint palette.  There is a never 
ending supply from the teachers work room copier. 
·        Most of my painting lessons students use the paint palette to mix their colors. 

What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 
Painting Techniques: 
·        Teaching good brush technique is very important.  Emphasis how to care for brush 
and how to use the brush effectively for different effects.  We practice direction of brush 
stroke on student’s hands or paper with a dry brush before we add paint. 
·        Use small rectangular pieces of matt board (2” by 1” larger or smaller) as palette 
knifes instead of brushes to create great design in painting.  This is very impressionistic. 
·        Old car toys with a variety of wheels create great texture lines (grass).  



·        No idea is too crazy to create texture with paint!!!  Stamp painting creates great 
texture and pattern. 
·        Use cardboard and Styrofoam stamps, Q-Tips, sticks, lids, fingers, combs, corks, 
marshmallows, etc. to create shapes in paintings.  You can blow paint with straws, spatter 
paint with tooth brushes, finger paint, etc. 

  
I love to use the following Paint Rotation Technique: 
·        This is a very effective process for all of the students to get all of the colors with only 
one brush for each color.   To make this work I give each student a paint pallet, one color 
of paint and one brush, painting tool, stamp, etc. (You can add more than one color to the 
pallet if you are working with value or teaching color mixing, etc.) 
·        In most all of my painting lessons no one sits down to paint.  Painters stand up so that 
we can look down at what we are doing (birds eye view), we can glide our brush stroke 
easily anywhere on the paper and we can move easily to the next color. 
·        I demo the first step in the painting lesson and show the students how to apply the 
paint to the paper.  The techniques of each lesson will vary as to the objectives you have 
chosen for the lesson. 
·        Each student begins painting, using the pallet color on their desk, when I say GO.  I 
give them approx. 1-2 min. with that color and then I tell them to STOP, put their brush 
down and pick up their painting.  (They do not pick up the paint pallet or brush! Those 
two items stay put!) 
·        I then show them how to rotate to the next paint pallet and put their painting next to 
the new paint pallet color.  The first time we rotate I show each student where they are 
going to move and make sure their painting is in the right location.  I ask the question … 
“Does everyone have a new color?” 
·        I demo the second step in the lesson and then tell them to GO.  Approx. 1-2 min. later 
I tell them to STOP, put their brush down and pick up their paper.  This time I ask them if 
they can rotate all by themselves.  This is usually a big YES – students rotate – I ask 
them if they have a new color.  The answer should be YES.   No one begins painting until 
I say GO.  When students are finished with the color or they do not want to use that color 
before I say STOP, they just put the brush down and rest on the floor until we are ready to 
move to the next color. 
·        I demo the third step.  I ask them to think where they are going to paint the new color 
and we begin.  This rotation process continues until the students have completed the 
painting. 

I developed this rotation technique when I taught Art on a Cart and it worked so well that 
I have used it ever since.   

Classroom Management System Report 
Teacher:   Cyndi Shepard    Building:  Ozark East Elementary Grade:  K-
6 
Describe the system used in your classroom to manage student 
behavior: 
To provide a positive atmosphere for creative expression in the 
classroom, the goals of behavior are to listen, look and think as we 



follow directions; to respect others and equipment; to try our best; and to 
learn how to fix mistakes. 
To establish a positive atmosphere in the classroom the following 
guideline is the fundamental rule of the Art Studio: 
As the student when you come to art studio, it is your 
RESPONSIBILITY, PRIVILEGE and RIGHT TO LEARN all you can 
about art.  That is your job and that is why you come to school. 
As the teacher it is my RESPONSIBILITY, PRIVILEGE AND RIGHT 
TO TEACH you all that I know about art.  That is my job and that is 
why I am here....  and I to share all that I know with you!  
NO ONE HAS THE RIGHT TO KEEP OTHERS FROM LEARNING!  If 
your behavior is a distraction to yourself, others or the teacher, 
there will be a warning.  If the behavior persists, there will be a 
consequence. 
When your behavior is focused on the lesson and you are using 
your time wisely, than you will be part of a classroom full of 
creative artists learning all that we can!” 
I do not list consequences.  I will note the behavior and will take 
appropriate action.  Often the first strategy will be to stand by the 
student causing the problem and then quietly move the student while 
others are working.  Behaviors that persist will result in a conference with 
the classroom teacher which may lead to a call home.  If behavior is 
dangerous, the office will be contacted immediately and appropriate 
action will be taken to assure the safety of the class. 
When the class has used their time wisely and no one was involved in 
keeping others from learning, at the end of the period the class will 
receive the ART GRR’s for being Respectful, Responsible and Safe.  To 
celebrate we will do the Art Chicken Cheer… Hip Hip Hooray……   “TOO 
COOL – ART RULES”. 
If there is a student whose behavior keeps himself, others from learning 
or the teacher from teaching, the student’s name will be given to the 
classroom teacher so they are  aware of the disruption.  For the students 
who are focused and their behavior is good, they will still receive the 
GRR’s, but because it was not 100% - there will not be a “Chicken 
Cheer”.   
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 
 



Marginalization. jhm - university professor, education 
Marginalization is something every teacher will doubtless experience at one time or another, but 
"specials" teachers, such as those who teach physical education, art, and music are guaranteed to 
experience marginalization from many directions, including from students, parents, administrators, and 
even colleagues.   
Marginalization occurs when a person is made to feel insignificant, unimportant, or apart from others.  An 
example might be when classroom teachers in your school continually ask you to release students from 
attending their scheduled art classes because they need to work on their math, or the school principal 
sends children who are disruptive in the classroom to the physical education teacher so they can "work 
off their over activity".   
There are likely a variety of specific causes, but the central one is probably that people do not recognize 
the value of the special classes and there may be different reasons for this ignorance. 
Often, teachers simply ignore marginalization, hoping things will get better and not knowing how to 
combat it.  Things will not get better by being ignored.  Marginalization will not go away by itself.  Being 
insulted and angry aren't profitable.  You must act.  You must actively work to address it. 
This was designed to be a discussion.  I don't know that it will be of much help to young teachers just as a 
statement.  What has to come out of the discussion is recognition that specials teachers must do things 
that will make it evident to students, administrators, parents, and other teachers that the subject area is 
valuable and that they are teaching responsibly.   Most critically they must involve themselves as 
members of the school community.   
What students most need: 
Always remember that students need you more than they need to learn to learn . . .  (some art principle 
or skill).  jhm 
	  


